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Are you sure you’re ready?



Topics of discussion

 Sun related issues and prevention

 Pruning trees properly

 Watering techniques and amounts

 Tree selection and placement

 Proper tree planting

 Common insects and pests 



Sun related issues and prevention



Sun related issues and prevention

Sun Scald – Refers to a process in which living cells just inside the outer 

bark are damaged by day to night temperature fluctuations, mainly 

during the winter months.  

Sunburn - This can occur during the hot summer days when the bark is 

exposed to continuous sunlight, as well as being close to pavement, 

sidewalks, or any other type of reflective, or heat absorbing source.  



Sun Scald 

damage to a 

Red Oak tree.  

Many young 

and newly 

planted trees 

are more 

susceptible to 

sun scalding.



Sun Scald/Burn damage 

on a lateral branch from  

excessive limb removal.

A look inside the damaged limb 

reveals the amount of decay 

and damage that was in the 

branch.



Sun related issues and prevention

Prevention of Sun Scald/Sunburn:

 The use of light colored tree wraps can help prevent sunscald and 

sunburn.

 If at all possible, avoid planting trees in the heat of summer.

 Mulch around the base of the trees with coarse organic material to 

moderate the temperature of the soil and help retain soil moisture.





Tree pruning



Pruning trees during the year

 Pruning can be done at any time of the year.  Recommended times to 

prune vary with different plants and types of trees.  Pruning at the 

wrong time of the year does not kill plants, but continuous improper 

pruning results in damage or weakened plants.  

 In general, the best time to prune most plants is during late winter or 

early spring before growth begins.

 If pruning in the summer is needed, it is advisable to limit the amount of 

pruning.  Prune only damaged, dead, hanging, or any safety issue 

branches from the tree.   



Proper pruning cuts and placement of saw



Proper pruning cuts and placement of saw



Improper cuts vs. Proper cuts





Watering techniques and amounts



Watering techniques and amounts

 Water beyond the tree canopy

 Deep infrequent watering

 Mimic mother-nature as much as possible

 Screwdriver test

 Difficult to distinguish between underwatered and 

overwatered trees

 10 gallons per 1” diameter



Watering techniques and amounts

 Established trees need a deep irregular soaking

 Soil should be moist at a depth of 8-10”

 Mulching is a key element in retaining moisture and insulating 

the roots

 Newly planted trees need more attention

 After a tree is established supplemental 

watering should take place outside the drip 

line



Supplemental watering techniques



Tree selection and placement



Tree selection and placement



Tree selection and placement

 Hardiness zone – 8b to 9a

 Height of the tree mature

 Canopy spread 

 Coniferous or Deciduous

 Form and shape of the tree

 Growth rate

 Requirements – Sun, soil, and moisture

 Fruit bearing or non-fruit bearing



Proper tree planting

 The most ideal time to plant a tree in Texas is during the 

Fall

 Identify and remove any dirt from around the trunk flare 

of the tree

 Dig a shallow hole and double the width of the root ball

 Remove any burlap or containers from the root ball and 

“tickle” the roots

 The tree should sit 1-2” above the ground level when 

ready to backfill



Proper tree planting

 Make sure the tree is straight prior to backfilling

 Backfill with the same dirt that was excavated and lightly 

pack the dirt

 Stake the tree – ONLY IF NEEDED

 Mulch the tree

 Water the tree very well after the initial planting

 Any follow up as needed



Pests



A few common pests

Some common insects/pests include:

 Suckers

 Chewers

 Gall Makers

 Borers



A few common pests and diseases

Suckers

 Small insects on leaves or twigs

 Honeydew under the tree

 Sooty Mold under the tree

Aphids

 Small and somewhat pear shaped

 Some cause leaf curling

 Overall, not very damaging to the tree

 Lady bugs are a natural predator





A few common pests and diseases

Chewers

 Will see missing leaf tissue

 Will skeletonize the leaves

 Majority of the time you 

will see the chewer

Bag Worms and Tent Caterpillars

 Caterpillars that live in “bags” that 

are made of leaves and webbing

 Large populations of bag worms can be 

detrimental to the host tree

 Can cause tip dieback on the tree





A few common pests and diseases

Gall Makers

 Abnormal outgrowths of plant 

tissues

 Mostly unsightly but not damaging

 Infested leaves which can be 

twisted or curled, are usually able 

to carry out photosynthesis near 

normal levels

Gall Wasps

 The single largest group of 

gall-making insects

 Produce a wide range of 

galls (woody, rounded, 

wooly, or mossy)





A few common pests and diseases

Borers

 Visible small holes in the 

trunk

 Saw dust near holes or base 

of tree

 Branch dieback

 Tree decline and death

Types of Borers

 Cottonwood Borer – can cause young 

trees to break at the root crown

 Redheaded Ash Borer – Attach dying or 

dead trees

 Emerald Ash Borer – Responsible for 

the death of hundreds of millions of 

Ash trees in North America







Texas Forest Service Website:

www.texasforestservice.tamu.edu

 Information on EAB

 Placed detection traps throughout the 

state since 2012

 Confirmation of EAB in North East Texas



International Society of 

Arboriculture – Texas Chapter:

www.isatexas.com

 Commercial certified arborist finder

 Access to newsletters

 Tree care information  

 Pest information







Enjoy the planting and holiday season
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